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Cooperating Theorem Provers: A Case StudyCombining HOL-Light and CVC LiteSean MLaughlin a Clark Barrett b Yeting Ge ba Department of Computer Siene, Carnegie Mellon University,seanml�mu.edub Department of Computer Siene, New York University,fbarrett,yetingg�s.nyu.eduAbstratThis paper is a ase study in ombining theorem provers. We de�ne a derived rulein HOL-Light, CVC PROVE, whih alls CVC Lite and translates the resulting proofobjet bak to HOL-Light. As a result, we obtain a highly trusted proof-heker forCVC Lite, while also fundamentally expanding the apabilities of HOL-Light.Key words: HOL, CVC, theorem proving, proof heking1 Introdution and HistoryA signi�ant barrier to progress in theorem proving is the fat that it is gen-erally diÆult to share results among di�erent theorem provers. One attemptto address this issue is the nasent Logosphere projet [1℄. This promises tobe a database of theorems in varying formats with a systemati translationmehanism between the various logis [8℄. Another example is the 
megasystem [2℄ that an import proofs of some other systems (eg. TPS) and usesother theorem provers for proof searh in ertain domains (eg. Otter [3℄ for�rst order logi).Another diÆulty arises from the fat that di�erent theorem provers putdi�erent emphases on proofs and orretness. Using an untrusted externalprover as an orale might ompromise soundness whih is unaeptable inmany ases. Harrison and Th�ery[11℄ desribe a so-alled \skepti" approahin whih external proofs from Maple are translated and reprodued withinHOL.In the hope of enouraging further progress along these lines, this paperdesribes a ase study using the \skepti" approah in whih proof termsgenerated by the automati theorem prover CVC Lite are translated intoorresponding proofs in the interative theorem prover HOL-Light. ThoughThis is a preliminary version. The �nal version will be published inEletroni Notes in Theoretial Computer SieneURL: www.elsevier.nl/loate/ents



MLaughlin, Barrett, and Gethe general approah is not new, this partiular oupling of theorem proverspresents unique hallenges and bene�ts.HOL-Light is a general-purpose theorem prover with a very small trustedore. In ontrast, CVC Lite takes a more pragmati approah, resulting in amuh larger trusted ore. By linking the two provers, HOL-Light is able to takeadvantage of CVC Lite's speed and deision proedures. At the same time,by using HOL-Light as a proof-heker, our on�dene in results obtained byCVC Lite an be inreased signi�antly.After a brief desription of eah system, we explain the implementationand what was required to translate proofs from CVC Lite to HOL-Light. Wethen give some results inluding a lass of problems that were solvable in HOL-Light using CVC PROVE but were unsolvable otherwise. Other less suessfulexamples are given for omparison. We also show how an array theory anbe easily added to HOL-Light with the help of CVC Lite. Finally, we disusspotential appliations and future work.1.1 HOL-LightHOL-Light [9℄ is an interative theorem prover desended from the LCFprojets [7,13℄ and the HOL4 theorem prover [4℄. All the theorems are reatedby a ore set of 10 primitive inferene rules suh as modus ponens and reex-ivity. These inferene rules are realized as funtions in the OCaml language.Other rules of inferene (alled derived rules) are onservatively derived fromthese primitive rules. They are onservative in the sense that they onsistonly of inreasingly sophistiated appliations of the primitive rules, and thusdo not expand the power of the system. Using OCaml, the user may programnew rules (e.g., deision proedures) without ompromising the soundness ofthe system. The ore onsists of just about 1500 lines of OCaml. HOL-Lighthas been used extensively by its author to verify hardware designs at Intel[10℄. A large body of mathematis has been formalized in the system, fromthe onstrution of the real numbers to basi results in trans�nite set theoryand real and omplex analysis.1.2 CVC LiteCVC Lite [5℄ is an automati proof-produing theorem prover for deidable�rst order theories. It is derived from the SVC and CVC projets at StanfordUniversity [6,14℄. The logial ore di�ers in many ways from the HOL-Lightkernel. For example, as speed is a design goal of the system, there are manymore primitive inferene rules in CVC Lite. In fat, there are over one hundredrules alone for the theory of real linear arithmeti. (Contrast this number withthe 10 total inferene rules of HOL-Light, where the reals are onstruted fromthe axiom of in�nity.) The trusted ode base is orrespondingly larger, over3000 lines being used to solve problems of linear real arithmeti.2



MLaughlin, Barrett, and Ge2 ImplementationProofs are represented in CVC Lite as tree-like data strutures 1 . Nodes arelabeled with the name of an inferene rule and the arguments to that rule.These arguments an be types, terms, or other proof objets. We implementa HOL-Light derived rule for eah CVC Lite inferene rule and translate theproof tree depth �rst, alling the orresponding HOL-Light rule as eah CVCLite rule is enountered. (An example follows.) Thus, a bug in CVC Litewould not ompromise the HOL-Light system. A false proof generated byCVC Lite would simply fail to translate into HOL-Light.2.1 Translating Types and TermsGiven that the CVC Lite logi is lose to a subset of the HOL-Light logi,translating types and terms is straightforward. Eah system has a notionof Boolean and real types. Terms in CVC are �rst order, a sub-language ofHOL-Light's higher order objet language. Thus translating terms is easy aswell.2.2 Translating ProofsA proof in CVC Lite is a proof term in the sense of the Curry-Howard Iso-morphism [12℄. The proof itself orresponds diretly to a simple funtionalprogram. Thus, the translation proess an be seen as exeuting this \pro-gram" in HOL-Light.As an illustration, below is a proof of the proposition :(p! q)$ (p^:q)in CVC Lite's proof format:(iff_trans(NOT (p => q), NOT (NOT p OR q), (p AND NOT q),basi_subst_op(NOT (p => q), NOT (NOT p OR q),rewrite_implies(p, q)),rewrite_not_or(NOT (NOT p OR q))))CVC Lite's proof format is a lisp-like representation of a derivation tree withthe outermost expression representing the root of the tree. Eah node of thetree is an appliation of an inferene rule, and its hildren are either parametersor premises to the inferene rule. This proof uses the following four inferenerules 2(1) ` (�! �)$ (:� _ �) rewrite implies(�, �)1 The only ompliation being variable binding.2 As usual, the expression below the bar represents the onlusion, and the expressionsabove the bar represent premises. 3



MLaughlin, Barrett, and Ge(2) ` �$ �` �[�℄$ �[�℄ basi subst op(�, �)(3) ` :(� _ �)$ (:� ^ �) rewrite not or(:(� _ �))(4) ` �$ � ` � $ ` �$  iff trans(�,�,)Notie that eah inferene rule has one or more parameters. In the repre-sentation of the derivation tree produed by CVC Lite, the values for theseparameters at a partiular node are taken from the �rst few hildren of thenode. The rest of the node's hildren are derivation trees for the premises tothe inferene rule (if any). The orresponding proof tree looks like this (theparameters to the inferene rules are omitted for larity):` (p! q)$ (:p _ q)` :(p! q)$ :(:p _ q) (1)(2) ` :(:p _ q)$ (p ^ :q) (3)` :(p! q)$ (p ^ :q) (4)In order to translate these proof terms to HOL-Light, we have a HOL-Lightderived rule for eah CVC Lite rule enountered in the proof tree. Thus, trans-lation orresponds to funtion appliation. We have a rule for every inferenerule in CVC Lite. We then ombine these rules in a reursive proedure thattranslates the proofs in a depth �rst traversal of the proof tree. If there areno errors, the translation of the root proof node yields the desired HOL-Lighttheorem.3 ResultsWe foused on two lasses of problems solvable by both HOL-Light and CVCLite: Boolean satis�ability formulas and real arithmeti formulas.3.1 Boolean Satis�abilityTo evaluate the e�etiveness of using CVC PROVE for Boolean satis�ability inHOL-Light, we looked at the well-known pigeonhole problems: given n � 1sets of n pigeon-holes, arranged in n rows of n� 1 olumns and given that noolumn an ontain more than one pigeon, �nd a ontradition to the assertionthat eah row an ontain a pigeon. For n = 3, the orresponding Boolean4



MLaughlin, Barrett, and Gesatis�ability formula is:(:x1 _ :x3) ^ (:x1 _ :x5) ^(:x3 _ :x5) ^ (:x2 _ :x4) ^(:x2 _ :x6) ^ (:x4 _ :x6) ^(x1 _ x2) ^ (x3 _ x4) ^ (x5 _ x6):This is a notoriously diÆult lass of problems for typial Boolean satis�abilitymethods. The following table 3 gives times for CVC Lite running alone (butstill produing proofs), HOL-Light running alone, and HOL-Light using CVCLite and performing the translation.n CVC Lite HOL-Light CVC PROVE2 0.10 4.5 1.753 0.18 13 104 0.90 34 435 2.9 * 2106 19 * 9807 238 * 4308The empty entries under \HOL Light" are intratable in that system. Eventhe example with n = 5 ran for over 4 hours before we killed the proess. Wethus expand the power of HOL-Light using the external system CVC Lite.3.2 Real ArithmetiThe �rst problems we investigated with the translation proess were termsof real linear arithmeti. The HOL-Light deision proedure REAL ARITHwas, at the time, very slow. Using CVC PROVE on suh problems tended toprodue good speed improvement, typially 2 to 3 times as fast as the un-aided REAL ARITH. John Harrison, the author of HOL-Light, later optimizedREAL ARITH. With the new arithmeti proedure, CVC PROVE is around sixtimes slower. This was a ase where optimizing the original deision proe-dure was more e�etive than using an external tool.3 All times are in seonds, running on a 1GH Pentium III running FreeBSD 5.25



MLaughlin, Barrett, and Ge4 The Theory of ArraysThe experiments doumented above arise from theories that exist in both the-orem provers. A more interesting appliation of translation is to theories forwhih deision proedures do not yet exist in one of the provers. For instane,CVC Lite has a well developed theory of arrays. This theory does not exist inthe urrent HOL-Light version. As an alternative to implementing a deisionproedure for arrays in HOL-Light we extended the urrent translation meh-anism to handle the CVC Lite array inferene rules. The total HOL-Lightode needed to use the CVC Lite theory is eight lines of de�nitions and twonew theorems. This gives us all the power of a HOL-Light array theory withminimal e�ort.4.1 TheoryThe theory is a simple extensional theory of arrays, as found in [15℄. There aretwo funtion symbols, read and write. The theory is axiomatized as follows:(i = j ! (read(write a i v) j) = v)(i 6= j ! (read(write a i v) j) = (read a j))((8 i: (read a i) = (read b i))! a = b)4.2 ResultsConsider the following formula, where a and b are arrays:(a = b)! (write a i (read b i) = a)Given the axioms, the built-in HOL-Light �rst order reasoner an solvethis problem in 56 seonds. CVC PROVE takes .015 seonds. Even slightly morediÆult problems suh as the following are intratable for HOL-Light. Byontrast, CVC PROVE solved it in 7.6 seonds.(((write a i v = write b j w) ^ (read a i = v) ^ (read b j = w))!((a = b) ^ ((i = j)! (v = w)) ^ ((i 6= j)! read a j = w))5 Future ResearhThere is an extensive proof theoreti literature on proof ompation. None ofthis is urrently applied to the CVC Lite proofs. Also, for larger problems, itmay be neessary to translate proofs in piees to allow the entire objet to �tin memory.Another diretion would be to allow more interation between the twoprovers. Currently, there is no exhange of information other than a singleproof. One possibility would be to allow the HOL-Light deision proedures6



MLaughlin, Barrett, and Geto all CVC Lite automatially when trying to solve subgoals during proofsearh.6 ConlusionThis work demonstrates several bene�ts that an be derived from ombiningtheorem provers. We presented onrete examples of a qualitative inreasein the power of HOL-Light by translating proofs from CVC Lite. On theother hand, we also found an example where optimizing a deision proedurediretly in HOL Light was superior to importing proofs from CVC Lite. Thus,we are fored to onsider weather the gain in power whih omes from usingother tools is worth the e�ort.In the Boolean satis�ability ase, the ombination is an unquestionablesuess. A good deal of the e�ort in improving SAT solvers has ome fromusing advaned heuristis and data strutures to enable a faster searh throughthe Boolean searh spae. Imitating that in a system like HOL Light wouldtake onsiderable e�ort and would still su�er from the problem that the searhitself would be slower than in a tool written in a lower-level language andoptimized for speed. It seems to make sense to use a fast tool to �nd theproof and then translate the proof into HOL-Light.In the ase of real arithmeti, where there is little searh and the atualalgorithm is very similar, optimizing diretly in HOL Light was a better solu-tion.In the ase of arrays, a theory whih did not exist in HOL Light, theexistene of a deision proedure in CVC Lite was easy and immediately useful.One goal of ombining theorem provers is to provide value in new ontextswithout having to dupliate human e�ort. This was amply demonstratedby the �rst and third examples. We hope that that this work will inspireadditional e�orts to ombine theorem provers.7 AknowledgmentsWe'd like to thank New York University, the University of Pittsburgh, CarnegieMellon University, and the National Siene Foundation (CCR-ITR-0325808)for their support of this work. We'd also like to thank the referees for theirhelpful omments.Referenes[1℄ http://www.logosphere.org.[2℄ http://www.ags.uni-sb.de/~omega/.[3℄ http://www-unix.ms.anl.gov/AR/otter/.7
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